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ABSTRACT
The development of complex structures and organs by multicellular organisms relies on
the ability of epithelial cells to self-organize. Epithelia are sheets of connected cells, and
compartment boundaries are formed between certain epithelial cells to create distinct tissue
compartments. Compartment boundaries are specialized cell-cell interfaces that are enriched for
the cytoskeletal proteins actin and myosin, leading to straight cell edges under relatively high
tension that act as fences keep cells from moving between compartments. In the model organism
Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly), compartment boundaries in the early embryo are established
in response to the non-uniform striped expression of the cell-surface receptor Tartan. However, it
is poorly understood whether Tartan plays any similar roles during epithelial remodeling during
late embryogenesis. I am investigating the hypothesis that Tartan is expressed in non-uniform
patterns at other stages of development. To accomplish this, I used immunofluorescence
techniques with a Tartan-specific antibody in fixed embryos to reveal Tartan protein localization
in later-stage embryos. I found that Tartan protein is indeed present in late-stage embryos, and I
show representative images of stage 11-14 Drosophila embryos. These results will serve as the
basis for future functional studies of the role of Tartan during later stages of Drosophila
development.

INTRODUCTION
Compartment Boundaries in Epithelial Tissues
For a multicellular organism to develop properly, cells must coordinate movements among
their neighbors, accurately sense their location in relation to surrounding cells, and organize
themselves into precise compartments. In epithelial tissues, cells sort into distinct compartments
via the formation of compartment boundaries (often called parasegment boundaries in Drosophila)
that prevent cells from invading neighboring compartments (Scarpa et al., 2018). (Figure 1A)

FIGURE 1. The Drosophila embryo rapidly subdivided into multiple compartments by creating compartment
boundaries during elongation of the head to tail axis (created by Adam Paré). (Paré et al., 2019).

Compartment boundaries are highly stable cell-cell contacts that are enriched with the proteins
actin and myosin, which together form the core of the actomyosin cytoskeleton, the primary forcegenerating apparatus within eukaryotic cells (Monier 2009). The actomyosin at compartment
boundaries forms cable-like structures that allow the boundaries to resist cell migration into
neighboring compartments when the embryo is mitotically active (Monier 2009). The presence of
actomyosin allows for the cells to resist migration across a compartment boundary by creating
high tension at the barrier (Monier 2009).

Different gene expression in spatial patterns during the development of Drosophila
embryos creates tissue compartments that will form body segmentation (Telser 2002). Cells
expressing different types of genes will ultimately create different tissue compartments. The
organization of these compartments is initialized by epithelial cells sensing extracellular spatial
cues from the surfaces of neighboring cells. These cues allow spatial orientation amongst the cells
and the formation of an independent cell identity (Fagotto 2014; Paré and Zallen, 2020). While it
has been established that proper tissue morphology relies on the creation and maintenance of
compartment boundaries, the processes that form these boundaries and the spatial cues and
receptors that are involved are not well understood. A recent advance into understanding how
boundaries form was the discovery that the leucine-rich-repeat receptor Tartan and the teneurin
Ten-m provide signals necessary for the development and organization of compartment boundaries
during Drosophila convergent extension (Paré and Naik et al., 2019).

The Drosophila Embryo as Model for Boundary Formation
Epithelia are a class of tissues in which cells are connected into sheets, and they are critical
for tissue development, cell differentiation, and separating adjacent cell populations (RodriguezBoulan and Macara, 2014: Fagotto 2014). Epithelia can separate into distinct compartments by
forming a physical barrier between adjacent domains, known as compartment boundaries, that
serve to stop cell mixing (Fagotto 2014). In the model organism Drosophila, the development of
epithelium occurs rapidly starting as a single cell the divides into a monolayer. This monolayer
then divides itself into tandem tissue compartments that will form the future body segments (Telser
2002). This rapid development into multiple compartments, and the fact that this monolayer is
right at the surface of the embryo, make Drosophila ideal for the visualization of compartment

boundary formation. Drosophila embryos also make a great model organism because they are easy
to collect. Their monolayer lying so close to the surface makes it easy to visualize and correlate
cell shape to changes in gene expression patterns using fluorescence microscopy, allowing for the
detailed characterization of compartment boundaries.

Tartan
It was shown in recent work that the leucine-rich repeat (LRR) receptor Tartan is required
for the creation of compartment boundaries that will later develop into the adult body segments
(Paré and Naik et al., 2019). LRR receptors are proteins that are involved in cell processes such as
development and immunity (McIlroy et al., 2017), cell intercalation (Paré et al., 2014), and
neurotropism (promotion of neuronal growth) (McIlroy et al., 2017). The tartan gene is known to
present in a repeating stripe pattern across the embryo, accompanying the compartment boundaries
(Paré and Naik et al., 2019) (Figure 2).

FIGURE 2. The tartan gene is expressed in six stripes across the embryonic ectoderm during
stages 6 and 7 of embryonic development, and compartment boundaries form along the edges
of tartan stripes (Paré et al., 2019).

The pattern of Tartan expression has been well described characterized in embryos before
elongation (stage 6) and during elongation (stage 7), although its expression pattern during later
stages is not well described. A previous honors student in the Paré lab lab, Brittany Tian, found
that Tartan protein is present in a weak striped pattern during stage 8 of embryogenesis, although
the membrane localization was much weaker than in stage 7 and it was primarily present in the
form of intracellular dots––suggesting it may be removed from the membrane following the
initiation of parasegment boundary formation.
My research goal was to characterize Tartan expression in post-elongation Drosophila
embryos (stages 8+). The results of this study will contribute to developmental biologists’
understanding of how Tartan functions to control compartment boundary formation and tissue
development in later stages, which could better our understanding of certain birth defects such as
craniofrontonasal syndrome. The expression pattern of Tartan protein has not been well described
in the literature, and characterizing the expression pattern would be a first step towards discovering
if Tartan plays other currently unknown roles during development finding in late-stage embryos.

EXPERIMENTAL RATIONALE
Characterizing Tartan protein expression in Drosophila using immunofluorescence: I took
advantage of an existing Tartan-specific antibody (Naik and Paré, et al., 2019) to detect Tartan
protein expression in late-stage Drosophila embryos using immunofluorescence techniques and
fluorescence confocal microscopy. In brief, a fixation and immunofluorescence staining protocol
provided by Dr. Paré was used to simultaneously detect three different proteins: Tartan, Betacatenin (B-catenin; also known as Armadillo in Drosophila) and Wingless. B-catenin, a
component of adherens junctions, allows for the visualization of individual cell shapes giving a

reference to overall morphology. Wingless is expressed in the posterior-most cells of every
parasegment in the embryo, making it useful for delineating compartments. Collected embryos
ranged in age from 0-18 hours in age (at 18°C incubation) and were treated with a bleach solution
to remove the eggshell (chorion) prior to fixation. The embryos were then fixed in 1:1 volume of
37% formaldehyde and heptane solution for 5 minutes, and then and the impermeable vitelline
membrane was manually removed to allow antibodies to permeate the embryo.
After fixation, the embryos were subjected to immunofluorescence staining, a technique in
which proteins of interest are labeled with specific primary antibodies and fluorescent secondary
antibodies. The embryos first were incubated overnight with primary antibodies: guinea pig antiTartan (gpTrn), mouse anti-Wingless (moWg), and rabbit anti-B-catenin (rbB-catenin). Tartan is
known to be expressed in alternating tissue compartments until at least stage 7 of embryonic
development, but its protein expression pattern is not well characterized in later stages. B-catenin
antibody-stained the cell-cell junctions in the embryo, allowing for a reference to cell boundaries
when comparing Tartan expression. The following morning, embryos were then introduced to the
secondary antibodies: goat-anti-guinea pig-Alexa488, goat-anti-mouse-Alexa647, and goat-antirabbit-Alexa546. Finally, embryos were mounted in Prolong Gold, and I used laser-scanning
confocal microscopy to collect fluorescent three-dimensional images of the three target proteins,
focusing on later-stage embryos.

RESULTS
I was able to successfully detect Tartan, B-catenin, and Wingless proteins using
immunofluorescence on late-stage embryos. The images I show here are representative of Tartan,
B-catenin, and Wingless expression during stages 11, 12, 13 and 13+ of embryonic development.
Stages were determined based on well characterized morphological landmarks (Hartenstein). Stage
11 is characterized by the appearance of parasegmental furrows that subdivide the germ band into
metameric units (Hartenstein) (Figure 3A). Stage 12 is characterized by the beginning of germ
band retraction (Hartenstein). (Figure 3B) Stage 13 is characterized by the start of dorsal closure
and the epidermal primordium stretching along the dorsal-ventral axis (Hartenstein) (Figure 3C).

FIGURE 3. Drosophila embryos at development at stages 11, 12 and 13. Oriented anterior end
to the left and dorsal side up (Adapted from Hartenstein Atlas of Drosophila Development).

Following the conventions of the field, I have oriented my embryo images with the anterior
end pointing to the left. Figure 4 shows a ventral view of a stage 11 embryo (compare with Figures
3A: stage 11 lateral view). Figure 5 shows a lateral view of a stage 12 embryo (compare with
Figures 3A: stage 12 lateral view). Figure 6 shows a ventral view of what we believe to be a 13+
stage embryo (compared with Figures 3A: stage 13 lateral view).

FIGURE 4. (Top right) A ventral view of stage-11 Drosophila embryo stained with antibodies
for Tartan (red), B-catenin (green), and Wingless (blue) [Embryo 87]; anterior, left; 20x
objective. (Top Middle) Tartan and B-catenin expression under 40X objective with arrow
highlighting the expression of Tartan directly adjacent to the ventral midline. (Top Right)
tartan RNA expression highlighting a band of expression along ventral midline (courtesy of
Chloe Kuebler, 2022). (Bottom Left) Tartan expression under 63X objective with arrow
highlighting the expression of Tartan directly adjacent to the ventral midline. (Bottom Middle)
B-catenin expression under 63X objective. (Bottom Right) Tartan, B-catenin, and Wingless
expression under 63X objective.

FIGURE 5. A lateral view of a stage 12 Drosophila embryo stained with antibodies for Tartan
(red) and B-catenin (green) [Embryo 85]; anterior, left. (Left Panel) B-catenin expression
under 63X objective. (Middle Panel) Tartan expression under 63X objective with arrow
highlighting the high expression of Tartan as dots in cell cytoplasm. (Right Panel) Tartan and
B-catenin expression under 63X objective.

FIGURE 6. A ventral view of stage-13 (or 14) Drosophila embryo stained with antibodies for
Tartan (red), B-catenin (green), and Wingless (blue) [Embryo 82]; anterior, left. (Top Right)
Tartan expression under 63X objective with arrows/arrowhead highlighting the high expression
of Tartan at different regions in the embryo. (Top Middle) B-catenin expression under 63X
objective. (Top Left) Wingless expression under 63X objective. (Bottom Left) Tartan and Bcatenin expression under 63X objective. (Bottom Right) Tartan, B-catenin, and Wingless
expression under 63X objective.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
General Observations: Unlike its clear striped expression pattern during stages 6 and 7
(Figure 2), Tartan protein expression during later stages of development appears more widespread
and less distinct. It is unclear whether this is due to low-level expression in most cells, or nonspecific antibody binding; this will have to be further investigated in tartan mutant embryos.
Regardless, I noted several clear regions with stronger Tartan protein signal.
Stage 11: Most notable in stage 11 embryos was a region along the ventral midline just
posterior to the mouth opening where Tartan appeared to be absent in the ventral-most cells, but
enriched in the adjacent ectoderm cells (Figure 4 arrow). Ventral midline cells (mesectoderm)
and ectodermal cells near the midline have unique geometries and myosin distribution patterns
that have been of interest to developmental biologists (Tamada et al. 2015; Yu et al. 2021). In
particular, it would be interesting to ask whether there is a connection between Tartan and myosin
cables that are known to form precisely between the ventral midline cells and the directly adjacent
ectodermal cells (Yu et al. 2021). These myosin cables are known to control the timing of
mesectoderm internalization in Drosophila embryos (Yu et al. 2021). I propose that this may be
another type of compartment boundary formation mediated by Tartan, analogous to its role during
parasegment boundary formation in early embryos.
Stage 12: I noted that Tartan and B-catenin signals looked quite similar during stage 12,
suggesting that Tartan may be fairly ubiquitously localized near adherens junctions (Figure 5).
However, particularly near the ventral side of the embryo, I noticed a large number of very bright
Tartan “dots” in the cytoplasm, along with Tartan staining at the cell membrane (Figure 5). I
hypothesize that these dots are endocytic vesicles carrying Tartan that has been taken up from the
plasma membrane and into the cytoplasm of the cell, potentially in the form of a recycling

endosome. This endocytosis could be an important part of Tartan signaling, or it could be that
Tartan is being removed from the membrane as it is no longer useful in intercellular signaling. To
confirm that Tartan is being carried by vesicles, future experiments could utilize the shibire
temperature-sensitive allele (shits), which is a mutation that stops endocytosis when embryos are
exposed to high temperatures.
Stage 13 and beyond: Tartan protein localization was again fairly diffuse, although in a
stage 13 embryo (perhaps stage 14) I saw several regions of increased staining. First, Tartan
appeared to be more highly expressed in the ventral region of the embryo, particularly near the
mouth region (Figure 6 arrowhead). I also noticed small bright regions on the lateral side of the
embryo in each segment (Figure 6 small arrow), as well as brighter regions in the dorsolateral
regions of each segment (Figure 6 large arrow). These could represent embryonic primordia (e.g.,
Keilin’s organs, imaginal disc primordia, or tracheal tubes) in which Tartan plays some role in
shaping. To determine the exact cell types that are expressing Tartan at these stages, it would be
helpful to co-stain with other well-characterized genes that are expressed in distinct tissue regions
to determine the exact cell types in which Tartan is present. Cell morphology in these regions
should also be investigated closely in tartan mutant embryos.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Drosophila Stocks. The Oregon-R Drosophila stock used in this study was kept at 18°C and fed
a molasses/yeast mixture. The adults were then transferred to a ventilated enclosure with apple
agar plates at 18°C to allow for laying and collection of fertilized eggs.

Embryo Fixation. Embryos were collected from the cage by rinsing the agar plate with water
into a mesh basket. After placement in the basket, the embryos were submerged in a 1:1 solution
of bleach and water to remove the chorion. The embryos collected were placed in a scintillation
vial with 1:1 volumes of 37% formaldehyde and heptane. They rocked for 5 minutes at room
temperature. Embryos were transferred to an agarose block, then double-sided tape to be placed
into a petri dish covered with PBTrition (1X PBS, 0.1% Triton). Embryos were then freed from
their vitelline membrane through “hand peeling.” Hand peeling refers to the process of
puncturing the vitelline membrane and “peeling” the membrane from the embryo.

Immunofluorescence. Immediately following hand peeling, embryos were placed in block
solution (1X PBS, 5% BSA, 0.1% Triton, 0.1% azide) for 30 minutes. Primary antibody solution
(1X PBS, 5% BSA, 0.1% Triton, 0.1% azide) and primary antibodies (guinea pig anti-Tartan,
mouse anti-Wingless, rabbit anti-Beta-catenin) were added to the embryos and then rocked
overnight at 4°C. Embryos were then rinsed in PBTrition (1X PBS, 0.1% Triton) and washed 6
times over 1 hour. Embryos were then placed in secondary antibody solution for 1 hour (goat
anti-guinea pig–Alexa488, goat anti-mouse–Alexa647, and goat anti-rabbit–Alexa546). They
were removed and then washed in PBTween (1X PBS, 0.1% Tween 20) 6 times over 1 hour. The
antibody-stained embryos were then transferred to a microscope slide to be mounted in Prolong

Gold (Invitrogen). The slides were then left overnight at room temperature to cool and then
stored at 4°C.

Immunofluorescence Imaging. A Ziess LSM 900 laser-scanning confocal microscope was used
to image the selected embryos. Under the guidance of Dr. Paré, images of Tartan, Wingless and
Beta-catenin (Armadillo) localized expression were captured using the PlanNeofluor 20X
objective, PlanNeofluor 40X oil-immersion objective, and PlanNeofluor 63X oil-immersion
objective. Frame sized was optimized and averaging was set to 4X while adjusting the laser
power, master gain and pinhole to capture the images. Several images were taken of each
embryo including Z-stacks to optimize the projection of each protein antibody-stained (Tartan,
B-catenin, Wingless). Images were then processed by ImageJ/FIJI for analysis.
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